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This paper presents an enhanced tachometer model that takes
account the effect of electromagnetic coupling that can exist
tween the actuator and sensor in an integrated dc mot
tachometer assembly, where the conventional model is found
inadequate. The tachometer dynamics identified in this pape
experimentally verified, and incorporated in the modeling and
rameter identification of a motion system that has multiple flex
elements. It is shown that the tachometer dynamics contrib
additional nonminimum phase zeros that degrade the servo sy
performance in terms of closed-loop bandwidth, disturbance
jection and sensitivity to modeling uncertainty. The zeros of
open loop system are found to vary with the geometric parame
of the motor-tachometer assembly. Based on the insight gaine
modeling the electromagnetic coupling, methods for eliminatin
and its resulting detrimental effects are also suggested.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1789543#
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1 Introduction and Background
Closed-loop control of a dc motor to drive load inertia is

common industrial and research application. Very often, dc
chometers are used to provide velocity feedback for motion c
trol @1–3#. In the presence of flexible components in the dri
system, for example, a compliant motor-tachometer shaft o
flexible mechanical coupling, this exercise in servo-control des
becomes quite challenging@4–8#. Furthermore, a perfect feedbac
of relevant states may not be available, and the sensors may
up erroneous signals from other components in the servosys
resulting in additional dynamics. By means of an illustrative e
ample, it is shown in this paper that an accurate model of
sensor dynamics is critical in determining the limits of close
loop bandwidth and system performance, and therefore shoul
incorporated in the overall system model before a compensat
designed.

The motivation for this work comes from an experimental fr
quency response measurement of a motor-tachometer system
did not match initial analytical predictions based on the conv

1Corresponding Author.
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tional models of dc machines. The experimental test setup con
of an integrated permanent magnet dc motor-tachometer unit f
Electro-Craft ~Part No. 0288-32-003!. Both the motor and ta-
chometer in this assembly are two-pole permanent magnet s
devices. A shaft of finite stiffness connects the tachometer
motor armatures. A voltage-to-current PWM servo-amplifier
employed to operate the motor in current mode. The ampli
transfer function, between command voltage and motor curren
experimentally obtained to be,

I 1

Vin
5

Kamp

~tamps11!
. (1)

The open-loop system output, tachometer voltage signalVtach,
can be used for system identification or for feedback in mot
control. Experimental open-loop frequency response betweenVin
and Vtach is obtained using a dynamic signal analyzer, SigLa
from DSP Technology Inc. To characterize the dc mot
tachometer unit by itself, no external load inertia was attached
the output shaft in the initial experiments. A lumped parame
model of this mechanical assembly was used to obtain the tran
function between the motor torque input and the tachometer r
angular position:

u t

Tmotor
5

K

s2@JtJms21K~Jt1Jm!#
. (2)

The following conventional models for dc motor and tachome
commonly found in the literature@9,10#, were used at this stage

Tmotor5KtImotorI 1 Vtach5KbItachu̇ t . (3)

Using Eqs.~1!–~3!, the overall system transfer function was d
rived to be

Vtach

Vin
5

KampKbItachKtImotorK

s@JtJms21K~Jt1Jm!#~tamps11!
. (4)

The open-loop system frequency response predicted by this tr
fer function was then compared to the experimentally obtain
frequency response, both of which are plotted in Fig. 1. While
experimental results agree with the analytical predictions in
low frequency range, there is a significant deviation at frequen
above 100 Hz. The model derived above clearly fails to pred
the experimentally observed system zeros. Furthermore, an u
plained phase drop of 180° can be seen at the first zero frequ
in the experimental frequency response plot. This indicates
the corresponding complex conjugate zero pair lies in the ri
half plane~RHP!, thereby making the system nonminimum pha

The above discrepancies called for a closer inspection of
system modeling. Neglecting dissipative effects and assum
lumped parameters would not normally cause additional dynam
in the system response. Any possible amplifier dynamics, in
frequency range of interest, is already captured in Eq.~1!. The
extra zeros and their nonminimum phase nature revealed in
experimental frequency response measurement indicated
there was some physical phenomenon in the system that had
been adequately modeled. Since, the motor and tachomete
pressions~3! represent textbook models of idealized electroma
netically isolated dc machines, it was suspected that these m
be oversimplifications for the pertinent analysis, and therefore
manded a careful reconsideration. The ensuing investigation
findings and the consequences of these findings are present
the this paper. Section 2 covers the basic background on mode
dc machines and extends this to an integrated motor-tachom
assembly. The analytical findings of Sec. 2 are experiment
verified and qualitatively discussed in Sec. 3. Section 4 addre
the motion control problem in the presence of drive system co
pliance and sensor dynamics, the paper concludes with Sec.

03.
© 2004 by ASME Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 1 Vtach ÕVin Bode plot for the motor-tachometer system: Experimental measurement,
conventional model, and proposed model
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2 Modeling an Integrated dc Motor-Tachometer As-
sembly

In the case of a dc motor, commutation ensures that the ar
ture current produces an armature field that retains its orienta
in space and is always perpendicular to the stator field. The m
armature then behaves like a magnetic dipole, and therefore e
riences a counter clockwise torque in the presence of the s
field, which can be shown to be

Tmotor5~N1A1Bm1!I 1,KtImotorI 1 . (5)

The backemfgenerated in the motor coil rotating in a radial
uniform stator field is given by

VbImotor5~N1A1Bm1!vm,KbImotorvm . (6)

Application of the laws of electromagnetism yields the followin
motor circuit relationship;

V12VbImotor2N1

dF11

dt
5R1I 1⇒V12KbImotorvm2M11

dI1

dt

5R1I 1 . (7)

Similar relationships hold for a dc tachometer:

VbItach5~N2A2Bm2!v t,KbItachv t ,
(8)

Ttach5~N2A2Bm2!I 2,KtItachI 2 .

In this case,Ttach is a retarding torque resulting from the armatu
current, and opposes the rotation of the tachometer rotor. Law
electromagnetism applied to the tachometer electrical circuit
sult in

VbItach2N2

dF22

dt
5~R21RL!I 2⇒KbItachv t2M22

dI2

dt

5~R21RL!I 2 . (9)
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The terminal voltage as seen by a load resistorRL is given by

Vtach5RLI 25KbItachv t2M22

dI2

dt
2R2I 2 . (10)

WhenRL is very large, the current,I 2 , drawn from the tachomete
terminals is negligible and the above expression simply reduce
Vtach5KbItachv t . Expressions~5!–~7! and ~8!–~10! represent the
conventional models for an ‘‘electromagnetically isolated’’ dc m
tor and tachometer, respectively@9,10#.

We now consider a mechanically coupled motor and tachom
placed in close proximity, like the system shown in Fig. 2.
general, there can be an angular offset, saya, between the motor
stator poles and the tachometer stator poles.Bm1 andBm2 are the
motor and tachometer stator fields, andBa11 andBa22 are the mo-
tor and tachometer armature fields, respectively. The direction
Bm1 andBm2 are defined by the orientation of the permanent m
net stators, and the directions ofBa11 andBa22 can be determined
to be perpendicular to the respective stator fields. Since the
devices are not magnetically insulated, the tachometer arma
sees a weak fieldBa12, due to the motor armature currentI 1 . Ba12
acts along the same line asBa11, but is opposite in direction since
magnetic flux exists in closed paths. The tachometer also exp
ences a weak fieldBm12, resulting from the leakage flux of the
permanent magnets of the motor and hence is in the same d
tion asBm1. In a similar fashion, the motor armature experienc
a magnetic fieldBa21, due to the currentI 2 in the tachometer
armature. Once again, the direction ofBa21 is opposite to the
direction of Ba22. The effect of the tachometer permanent ma
nets as seen by the motor is a weak field,Bm21, acting in the
direction ofBm1.

The effect ofBm12 on the tachometer equations andBm21 on the
motor equations, is negligible since these fields do not lead to
additional dynamic effects. They simply result in a small sta
variation in the torque andbackemfconstants of the two devices
SEPTEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 685
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Fig. 2 Angular orientations of the motor and tachometer permanent magnets
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Nevertheless, the relationships given by Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and~8! re-
main unaltered. The presence of the auxiliary armature fields,Ba12
and Ba21, leads to mutual inductance between the two armat
coils. It is important to visualize that although the armatures
rotating physically, commutation in the two devices ensures
the respective directions of all the fields remain fixed in spa
Therefore, the mutual inductance phenomenon between the r
ing motor and tachometer armatures can be analyzed while t
ing the two armatures as static in an electromagnetic sense,
area vectors pointing in the direction of the respective arma
fields.

In this case, there is a very weak transformer effect quite un
an ideal transformer. In anideal transformer, winding resistanc
and core hysteresis losses are negligible, permeability of the
is infinitely high, and all the flux is confined to the core th
linking both the coils. The following input-output relations ho
for such anideal transformer when the excitation is sinusoid
@11#:

V2

V1
5

N2

N1
and

I 2

I 1
5

N1

N2
(11)

Clearly, the present case, as illustrated in Fig. 3, is very differ
from an ideal transformer. There is no core between the two co
and the permeability of air is very low. Most part of the flu
linked with each coil is ‘leakage’ flux, and the mutual flux
small. Moreover, there is a mechanical power outlet on the
mary side as a consequence of motor action, and an additi
voltage source on the secondary side resulting from generato
tion. Since these issues are not accounted for in the standard t
former analysis, the relationships~11! are obviously not valid for
the motor-tachometer case. To analyze the present problem
therefore becomes necessary to start from the fundamentals
make simplifying assumptions where appropriate.

Ampere’s Law requires the magnitudes of the armature field
be linearly dependent on the respective armature currents as
as magnetic saturation is not reached:

Bai j5ki j I i , (12)
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whereki j are constants that depend on material magnetic pro
ties and geometry of the arrangement. In Fig. 3,F i j is the flux
linkage in coil j due to current in coili, and is given by

F i j 5Baij•Aj . (13)

The resultant flux linkage in motor armature (coil1)5F111F21
and, the resultant flux linkage in tachometer armature (coi
5F221F12. Applying laws of electromagnetism to the electric
circuit comprising the motor armature, and the electrical circ
comprising the tachometer armature, results in

V12VbImotor2N1

d~F111F21!

dt
5R1l 1 , (14)

VbItach2N2

d~F221F12!

dt
5~R21RL!I 2 . (15)

Both equations now have an additional mutual flux term. T
physical significance and sign of each term that appears in
above equations can be explained by Faraday’s and Lenz’s L
Employing Eqs.~12! and ~13!, one can next define inductances

NjF i j 5Nj~Baij•Aj!,Mi j I i . (16)

It can be shown that,M115N1A1k11, M225N2A2k22, M21
5N1A1k21 cos(a), and M125N2A2k12 cos(a). Based on the re-
quirements imposed by Maxwell’s Reciprocity, we can furth
express the mutual inductance as,

M125M21,M cos~a!.

Using the previously stated relations,VbImotor5KbImotorvm and
VbItach5KbItachv t , which are still valid, and expressions~16!, the
motor Eq.~14! reduces to

V12KbImotorvm2L1

dI1

dt
2M cos~a!

dI2

dt
5R1I 1 , (17)

and the tachometer Eq.~15! reduces to
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 3 Transformer effect between the motor armature coil and tachometer armature coil
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KbItachv t2L2

dI2

dt
2M cos~a!

dI1

dt
5~R21RL!I 2 ,

(18)

⇒Vtach5RLI 25KbItachv t2L2

dI2

dt
2M cos~a!

dI1

dt
2R2I 2 .

Torque models for the motor and tachometer are the sam
presented earlier in this section, and are not affected by the p
imity of the motor and tachometer. Thus, the net torque outpu
the motor-tachometer assembly is

Tout5KtImotorI 12KtItachI 2 . (19)

At this stage in the derivation, some simplifications may be c
sidered. A practical observation is that the load currentI 2 is much
smaller than the motor currentI 1 since the input impedance,RL ,
of voltage measuring devices is typically very high~;1 MV!. We
can therefore consider dropping the terms containingI 2 , wherever
they occur in Eqs.~17!–~19!. However, we propose to retain th
term ‘‘2R2I 2’’ in the Vtach expression~18!. As shall be seen in
later derivations, although this term is insignificant for the lo
frequency response, it contributes to the damping of the sys
zeros that occur at higher frequencies. For some cases, the
associated with this damping term can become crucial in de
mining whether the system is nonminimum phase or not. It m
be recalled that the initial experimental measurements indic
negative damping being associated with some of the system z
an observation that can possibly be explained by retaining
2R2I 2 term, however small, because of its negative sign.

We now make a final observation regarding the weak tra
former effect that was mentioned earlier. Clearly, the motor
chometer interaction is far from anideal transformer in general
but in the high frequency region it may be fairly approximated
a nonideal transformer@11#. Since the motor and tachometer rot
velocities are significantly attenuated for high frequency mo
current excitation, it can be safely assumed that the motor
generator effects are negligible at these frequencies. Furtherm
the excitation input is obviously sinusoidal at high frequenci
Given these conditions, the motor tachometer can be treated
nonideal transformerwith finite core reluctance and leakage flu
For this nonideal case, it can be shown that
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I 2

I 1
.h

N1

N2
, (20)

whereh represents the strength of the transformer effect an
defined as the portion of flux generated by one coil reaching
other coil @12#. Therefore, in the present case

h5
F12

F11
5

F21

F22
5FM2 cos2~a!

M11M22
G1/2

. (21)

Further algebraic manipulation leads to

I 25
N1

N2

M

AM11M22

ucos~a!uI 1⇒R2I 25Rucos~a!uI 1 , (22)

where

R,R2

N1

N2

M

AM11M22

.

Incorporating these approximations, the motor-tachometer eq
tions resolve to,

Motor equation: V12KbImotorvm2M11

dI1

dt
5R1I 1

Tachometer equation: Vtach5KbItachv t2M cos~a!
dI1

dt

2Rucos~a!uI 1 . (23)

Torque equation: Tout5KtImotorI 1

Comparing these with the previously presented conventional m
els, it is seen that the motor model and the torque expres
remain the same. Noticeably, the new tachometer model has
ditional terms that are not present in the conventional model.
writing the tachometer equation with2M cos(a),Km , and
Rucos(a)u,Kr ,

Vtach5KbItachv t1Km

dI1

dt
2KrI 1 . (24)
SEPTEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 687
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This is the final form of the enhanced tachometer model prese
in this paper.Km andKr are defined as theelectromagnetic cou-
pling constantand loading effect constant, respectively.

3 Experimental Verification and Key Attributes of the
Proposed Model

The tachometer model derived in Sec. 2 can now be incor
rated in the analysis of the motor-tachometer electromechan
system described in Sec. 1. As earlier, there is no load ine
connected to the system. Using Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~23!, the overall
open-loop transfer function for the motor-tachometer electrom
chanical system is,

Vtach

Vin
5

Kamp@Km~den!s22Kr~den!s1KtImotorKbItachK#

~den!s
.

(25)

where,

~den!,@JtJms21K~Jt1Jm!#

It is immediately clear that this transfer function is different fro
the previously obtained transfer function~4!, which was based on
the conventional tachometer model. IfKm andKr were to be zero,
the two transfer functions become identical. A comparison
tween analytical predictions based on Eq.~25! and experimental
measurements is presented in Fig. 1, which shows that all
discrepancies that exist between the conventional model and
perimental measurements are resolved by the proposed m
tachometer model.

The most important feature of the new tachometer model is
presence of an electromagnetic coupling constant,Km,
2M cosa, which is simply the mutual inductance between t
two armature coils. It directly links the tachometer voltage to
motor current. Because of the electromagnetic coupling term,
denominator of the mechanical system transfer function find
place in the numerator of the overall system transfer function
is evident in expression~25!, thus resulting in additional system
zeros. Furthermore, these additional zeros are strongly depen
on the system poles, thereby making the effect of the tachom
dynamics system dependent.

The other important parameter that appears in the propo
tachometer expression is the loading effect consta
Kr,Rucosau, which is always positive. Being very small,Kr has
an insignificant effect on the magnitude of the frequency respo
Importantly though, when the additional zeros are complex c
jugate, the negative sign associated withKr pushes some of thes
zeros into the right half of s plane. This phenomenon helps
explaining the 180° phase drop at some of the zero frequencie
the phase plot. Thus, the presence ofKr makes the system non
minimum phase, which significantly affects the closed-loop p
formance. This is an interesting find because complex zeros in
RHP are uncommon in purely mechanical systems.

As the preceding analysis indicates, it is difficult to calcula
the constantsKm andKr because of their dependence on the m
terial magnetic properties and the geometry of the mo
tachometer arrangement. Experimental estimates ofKm andKr are
obtained by locking the motor and tachometer rotors in place,
supplying a regulated sinusoidal current of a known high f
quency to the motor armature. Because of the coupling eff
described above, a voltage is generated across the tachomete
minals. The component of the generated voltage that is in ph
with the excitation current provides an estimate ofKr , and the
component that is 90° out of phase with the excitation provides
estimate ofKm . For the given motor-tachometer, in its facto
assembled state,Km is determined to be 8.625 6531025 Henry
andKr is determined to be 2.665631022 V. It is noteworthy that
althoughKm and Kr are very small numbers, they significant
affect the high frequency system dynamics.
688 Õ Vol. 126, SEPTEMBER 2004
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Since the anglea has a significant influence on the resultin
system zeros, and therefore the closed-loop system performan
locus of system zeros obtained by varying the anglea proves to
be very insightful. Such a zero-locus for the motor-tachome
system is presented in Fig. 4. It should be recognized that
zeros of the closed-loop system are the same as the zeros o
open-loop system. Ifa50°, thenKm is maximum negative andKr
is maximum positive, which leads to additional zeros—a comp
conjugate pair close to the system poles, and a real pair pla
symmetrically about the imaginary axis, resulting in a nonmi
mum phase system. As the angle is increased to 90°, all th
zeros move out to infinity since the effect of the tachometer
namics gradually vanishes. As the angle is further varied from
to 180° the mutual inductance increases, and new system z
reappear approaching from infinity. Fora5180°, bothKm andKr
are maximum positive, which leads to two additional pairs
complex-conjugate zeros—one pair that lies close to the sys
poles, and another that is at a much lower frequency. This la
pair falls on the right side of the imaginary axis, and once ag
the system is nonminimum phase. The significance of the s
associated withKr andKm is evident since these signs dictate t
nature and location of the added zeros.

4 Implications on Motion Control Design
We next proceed to consider a servo system design using th

motor-tachometer assembly described in Sec. 1, so as to deter
the extent by which the above identified sensor–actuator inte
tion changes the system dynamics and affects closed-loop pe
mance. As illustrated in Fig. 5, a flexible coupling now conne
the motor shaft to a load inertia, which is in the form of tw
inertia elements mounted on a compliant shaft. A lumped par
eter model is used to describe the mechanical system, and re
in the following transfer function between the tachometer an
and motor torque:

u t

Tm
5

~num!

s2
•~den!

(26)

where,

~num!5K@J1J2s41~J1K21J2K11J2K2!s21K1K2#,

and

~den!5s6@JtJmJ1J2#1s4@K2JtJmJ11K1JtJmJ21K2JtJmJ2

1KJmJ1J21KJtJ1J21K1KtJ1J2#1s2@K1K2JtJm

1KK2J1Jm1KK1J2JmKK2J2Jm1KK2JtJ1

1KK1JtJ2KK2JtJ21K1K2JtJ11KK1J1J21K1K2J1J2#

1@KK1K2~Jt1Jm1J11J2!#.

Although not shown in the above model, mechanical damping
the system is assumed to be viscous in nature. Using the enha
motor-tachometer model~23! the following overall system trans
fer function can be obtained:

Vtach

Vin
5

Kamp@Kms2~den!2Krs~den!1KtImotorKbItach~num!]

s~den!~tamps11!
.

(27)

Once again, a sine-sweep experiment is performed on the a
system to obtain its frequency response. The experimentally
tained frequency response is compared with that predicted by
conventional model and the proposed model in Fig. 6. The op
loop system response based on the proposed tachometer m
matches the experimental measurement almost exactly in term
the magnitude and phase variations over the entire freque
range. On the other hand, as was expected, the conventional
eling fails in predicting the system zeros and their nonminim
phase nature. Open-loop complex conjugate poles and zeros o
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 4 Locus of motor-tachometer system zeros as angle a varied from 0° to
180°
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motor-tachometer-load system are listed in Table 1. These c
parisons yet again confirm the validity of the new tachome
model, and justifies its use in system identification and con
system design.

We shall now consider the closed-loop system characteris
first without the tachometer dynamics, and then with the tacho
eter dynamics present. For the sake of brevity, the terms poles
zeros have been used to denote complex conjugate poles and
plex conjugate zeros, respectively.

If the tachometer dynamics did not exist, the open-loop sys
transfer function for the motor-tachometer-load system under c
sideration would represent a classic noncolocated mechanical
stems, Measurement, and Control
om-
ter
rol

ics,
m-
and
com-

em
on-
sys-

tem, as is evident in Fig. 5. This is a case where multiple ine
elements are connected by flexible elements, and while the to
is applied to the motor rotor, angular measurement is made a
tachometer rotor. From previous work@4–6#, it is known that,
unlike colocated systems, achieving robust stability for nonco
cated systems is relatively difficult. In a colocated system, tha
not attached to the ground, all poles are preceded by zeros,
hence there is no overall phase loss. But the same does not
for a noncolocated system, and as seen in the present case
third pole occurs without a preceding zero, resulting in a ph
loss of 180° at;2230 Hz ~Fig. 6!. Irrespective of whether the
tachometer signal is used for velocity control or position contr
Fig. 5 Motor-tachometer-load system
SEPTEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 689
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Fig. 6 Vtach ÕVin Bode plot for the motor-tachometer-load system: Experimental measure-
ment, conventional model, and proposed model
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this last resonance peak determines the stability margins. Hi
stability margins, and hence better closed-loop robustness ca
achieved if this pole is well damped, a fact that is seen easily fr
Nyquist plots. In the absence of adequate damping, classica
well as modern control approaches may be used, for examp
low pass filter to attenuate the noncolocated pole, a ‘‘notch-filt
compensator @3#, a LQG based optimal controller@4#, or
H-infinity based robust controllers@7,8#. Yet, each scheme has it
own disadvantages in terms of control effort, robustness, and
sitivity. Generally speaking, the close-loop performance is limi
by the first noncolocated pole frequency, 2230 Hz in this case

In the case where tachometer dynamics is present, the velo
feedback signal is modified and results in reshuffled open-l
system zeros, some of which are nonminimum phase. This, a
with the effects of mechanical compliance in the system, ma
the feedback control design for the tachometer-motor-load sys
yet more challenging. As seen in Fig. 6, apart from losing phas
the pole frequencies, the system also loses phase at the non
mum phase zero frequencies. It can be deduced from the Nyq
plot of the open-loop system that the cross-over frequency is
termined by the location of the first nonminimum phase ze
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which is 178 Hz. In this case, the smaller the damping at zero,
higher is the gain margin. The closed loop bandwidth is n
limited by the first nonminimum phase zero frequency. This is d
to the fact that the zeros of the open-loop system also appea
the zeros of the closed-loop system, irrespective of the con
scheme used. This implies that there will always be a 180° clos
loop phase drop at the nonminimum phase zero frequencies,
if the closed-loop gain stays close to 0 dB until a higher f
quency. One may try to compensate for the phase loss at 178
by adding a minimum phase notch filter controller at a sligh
lower frequency. With this strategy, although the closed-lo
phase will be restored, the closed-loop gain will drop severely
the zero frequency, once again, limiting the bandwidth. In light
these observations, the zero locus plot presented earlier gains
ther significance because it is the location of the zeros and no
poles that determines the closed-loop bandwidth of the mo
tachometer-load system.

Apart from bandwidth and stability, other closed-loop perfo
mance parameters are also affected in this case. It is well kn
that a small value for the open-loop sensitivity transfer function
desirable for good disturbance rejection and robustness ag
Table 1 Experimentally measured and analytically predicted complex conjugate pole and zero
frequencies for the tachometer-motor-load system

Complex conjugate
pair

Experimentally
measured

~Hz!

Analytically predicted
using the proposed

tachometer model~Hz!

Analytically predicted using
the conventional tachometer

model ~Hz!

Zero 178 170 321
Pole 420 416 416
Zero 455 449 847
Pole 762 860 860
Zero 782 862
Zero 2200 2217
Pole 2230 2231 2231
Transactions of the ASME
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small model parameter variation. Nonminimum phase zeros
pose an additional analytic constraint on the sensitivity tran
function—requiring sensitivity to be arbitrarily small over som
frequency ranges forces it to be arbitrarily large over other
quency range@13,14#. Furthermore, Fig. 6 also shows that th
tachometer dynamics results in large open-loop gains at high
quencies, thus making the system naturally more sensitive to
frequency noise. In summary, the tachometer dynamics not
limits the closed-loop system bandwidth, but also increases
system sensitivity to output disturbances, parameter variati
and high frequency noise.

5 Conclusion
Conventional dc tachometer model is found to be inadequat

predicting the frequency response of an integrated mo
tachometer system. Based on fundamental principles of elec
magnetism, an enhanced tachometer model is derived tha
cludes the effects of mutual induction between the motor
tachometer armatures. The tachometer-motor interaction resu
complex dynamics that introduces additional nonminimum ph
zeros in the loop transfer function. Predictions based on
model are found to agree with the experimental measuremen

The tachometer dynamics identified in this paper is shown to
detrimental to the closed-loop bandwidth and performance. Us
conventional control schemes, the system bandwidth is practic
limited by the first nonminimum phase zero frequency. Ev
though well understood, the tachometer dynamics is best avo
due to the complications that it introduces. For two-pole perm
nent magnet stator dc machines, the derived model prov
means for eliminating the tachometer-motor interaction. The
devices can be electromagnetically insulated by means of an
propriate housing design, or the orientation anglea can be set at
690°.

Apart from two pole dc machines, various other prevalent el
tromagnetic actuators and sensors may also be prone to the
lems highlighted in this paper. For any of these cases, one w
need to conduct a detailed analysis, analogous to the one
sented. Such an analysis will depend on the number of st
poles, arrangement of armature windings, and relative placem
of the sensor and actuator, among other factors. For example
multiple stator pole dc motor, there exists an alternating seque
of radially positive and radially negative armature fields along
periphery of the rotor. Such a distribution may result in a net z
field as seen by a tachometer placed at large distances from
motor, and therefore the coupling effect will be minimal. On t
other hand, if the two are placed closely, the possibility of
electromagnetic interaction is high and there will be no orientat
a for which the flux linkage between the two coils is zero. Thu
for any given device or system, the sensor-actuator interaction
to be carefully investigated, both analytically as well as expe
mentally.

Nomenclature
Bold symbols represent vector quantities and correspond

nonbold symbols represent the respective magnitudes of the
tor quantities, for example,A1 is the magnitude of the vectorA1.
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A1 5 area vector of the motor armature
A2 5 area vector of the tachometer armature
Jm 5 motor armature inertia
Jt 5 tachometer armature inertia
Ji 5 ith inertia element

Kamp 5 amplifier voltage-to-current gain
KbImotor5 motor backem f constant
KbItach 5 tachometer backem f constant
KtImotor5 motor torque constant
KtItach 5 tachometer torque constant

N1 5 number of motor armature coils
N2 5 number of tachometer armature coils

Tmotor 5 torque produced by the motor
Ttach 5 torque consumed by the tachometer

K 5 stiff of the motor-tachometer shaft
Ki 5 stiffness ofith spring element

Vin 5 voltage input to the amplifier
Vtach 5 tachometer output voltage

u i 5 angle ofith inertia element
um 5 motor angle
u t 5 tachometer angle

vm 5 motor angular velocity
v t 5 tachometer angular velocity

tamp 5 amplifier time constant
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